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Raffles travelled to Israel to document the lives of 
Russian Jewish women who had emigrated after 
the collapse of the Soviet Union and had been 
settled in transit camps. As she did with To let 
You Understand, Raffles experimented by using 
quotations from her interviews with the women 
to investigate ideas of nationality and identity. 
This project although almost fully completed was 
never exhibited. 
After her death her photographic archive 
remained untouched, carefully stored by her 
partner. In 2015, this collection of around 90,000 
negatives, together with journals and personal 
notebooks, was deposited with the Photographic 
Archive Special Collections, St Andrews University 
Library. It is now possible to rediscover the range 
of Raffles' work, and the themes on which she 
focused - the role of women, inequality, identity, 
migration - which all continue to be relevant to 
documentary photography today. The archive 
will enable future researchers to investigate how 
her practice was shaped and make a considered 
assessment of her legacy. 
In the months before she died NHS Lothian 
commissioned a project entitled: The NHS, a 
healthy place to work and Franki photographed 
in hospitals, clinics, and GP's surgeries across 
Scotland. After she died these photographs were 
presented in an exhibition in Edinburgh. The text 
accompanying the exhibition read: 
" ... Franki was a campaigning photographer. 
She wanted her work to make people think, 
not just about the picture in front of them, but 
about the wider world beyond the edges of the 
photograph ... " 
Observing Women at Work, Franki Raffles, 
exhibition curated by Jenny Brownrigg; Reid 
Gallery, Glasgow School of Art, 4 March - 27 
April 2017. 
www.frankirafflesarchive.org 
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